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Preface

A new history: Case based medicine in cardiology

Over the last 20 years, in Cardiology area there has been seen a great developments in evidence based medicine. Parallel with, both the number of clinic guidelines and paper volume of them are continuously increased day-to-day. Generally, these guidelines and statements facilitate the work of a clinic cardiologist. However, real world could not be fully represented in these papers. In this point, case based medicine plays a crucial role. For example, Kaposi Sarcoma is not only a cancer case report but also paved the way of the diagnosis of the AIDS. Despite of crucial role of case based medicine, most of the journal is restricted to the publication of case report due to concern about citation and impact factor. On the other hand case based medicine forced to the journal editors for the publication. In recent years, the numbers of case report journals have been highly increased.

In this issue of the European Journal of General Medicine, a lot of cardiologic case report and case related review is presented. Cardiac side effects of decongestant and unconsciousness using of them well described in this supplement with a case report and review article. Also, non-atherosclerotic causes of acute coronary syndrome are detailed by Alihanoglu et al. The value of genetic screening of young myocardial infarction case is remembered by Kaya et al. Also, the rest of cases and reviews have a great interest likewise above mentioned papers. We pleased to this supplement and thanks all authors and journal editors for the great contribution of the supplement.
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